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1.1 Revision History 

 

DATE      VERSION       EDITOR       CHANGES 

28 April 2019 0.1 Ariya Parsamanesh Initial creation 

05 April 2019 0.2 Ariya Parsamanesh Prepopulated MAC address workflow 

17 Jul 2019 0.3 Ariya Parsamanesh Added the Instant 8.5.0.1 
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2 Multiple PSK Aruba Instant 

All the WPA2 Pre Shared Key (PSK) based Wireless LAN consist of a single passphrase. This passphrase is used by all the 
clients that connect to that WLAN in which its authentication is based on PSK. 

Aruba Instant version 8.5.0.1 now supports multiple PSKs (MPSK) for the same SSID. This means that each client 
connected to the PSK based SSID will have its own unique PSK that is not shared with the rest of the clients. This feature 
requires Aruba ClearPass 6.8.x to be the authentication server.  

It should be noted that MPSK solution was designed for the headless devices like printers, TVs, etc. and not designed for 
laptops, tablets and mobile devices that support secure authentication using supplicants.    

 

2.1 Things you need  

 
 Two IAPs Aruba Instant version 8.5.0.1 or later 

 Aruba ClearPass version 6.8.x or later  

 A Layer three switch and some WiFi clients 

 

2.2 Overall Workflow 

The overall workflow with MPSK solution is as follows  

 Before connecting a device to a MPSK based SSID, the user registers the device on a ClearPass Policy Manager 
guest-registration or device-registration webpage 

 The user receives a device-specific or group-specific MPSK passphrase through the email 

 The user then connects their device with their unique PSK to the MPSK based SSID 

 The Instant AP performs MAC authentication of the client device against the ClearPass Policy Manager server 

 On successful MAC authentication, the ClearPass Policy Manager returns Access-Accept with the VSA containing 
the encrypted passphrase 

 The Instant AP generates a PSK from the passphrase and performs 4-way key exchange. 
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3 Instant AP Configuration 

When multiple PSK is enabled on the WLAN SSID profile, make sure that MAC authentication is not configured for RADIUS 
authentication. Multiple PSK and MAC authentication are mutually exclusive and follows a special procedure which does 
not require enabling MAC authentication in the WLAN SSID manually. Also, ensure that the RADIUS server configured for 
the WLAN SSID profile is ClearPass Policy Manager and lastly RADIUS accounting will be added in the upcoming release.  

3.1 Aruba Instant ClearPass Configuration  

First we need to configure ClearPass as the authentication server. 
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3.2 Aruba Instant MPSK Configuration  

Here we’ll start with the MPSK configuration by adding a new WLAN. 
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After the successful MPSK authentication, the MPSK passphase is cached with in the Instant Cluster and shared among 
the IAPs with in it. We also need to configure the right Security user role. 
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4 ClearPass Configuration   

In this section we’ll go through the ClearPass configuration needed for the MPSK solution. Remember you need ClearPass 
6.8.x or later. MPSK passphrase requires MAC authentication against a ClearPass Policy Manager server and the only 
encryption type that is support with MPSK is wpa2-psk-aes. 

4.1 RADIUS Dictionary 

ClearPass 6.8 has a new Aruba RADIUS VSA called Aruba-MPSK-Passphrase. This VSA is used with the unique PSK for the 
client. 

 

 

4.2 Service Template 

We will start with the Service template to build it out. 
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Using the Aruba Wireless with MPSK wizard. 

 

 

 

Do not select RadSec as it is not supported for MPSK. 

 

 

 

The default MPSK that we have configured is aruba123. You don’t have to use this default MPSK and just put some 
random value in that case. There are not that many use cases where you want to give out a default value. But if you want 
to use it, the aim is to provide a default MPSK for the devices that fall through the logic to get contained using captive 
portal and restricted ACL.  
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4.3 Enforcement Profiles  

Here are the two enforcement profiles that were created. 

 

 

 

Enforcement Profiles - MPSK Aruba Wireless with MPSK Default Profile 

 

 

Enforcement Profiles - Aruba User Role – Students-Devs 

 

 

Enforcement Profiles - [Registered Device MPSK] 

This is a default profile.  
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4.4 Enforcement Policy  

This is the enforcement policy that got created. 
 

Enforcement Policies - MPSK Aruba Wireless with MPSK Enforcement Policy 

 

 

4.5 Role Mapping  

And lastly this is the role mapping that got created. Generally with previous ClearPass version you had to 

manually create the various roles that you wanted to make use of in ClearPass guest, but now with version 
6.8 this service template does it automatically. 
 

Role Mappings - MPSK Aruba Wireless with MPSK Role Map 

 

 

4.6 ClearPass Service   

And here is the complete serviced that was configured. 
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4.7 Operator Service 

We also need to create an operator service so that the users can register their devices after they login to 
ClearPass Guest. Here we are using AD as the authentication source. 
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Enforcement Profiles - MPSK-Operator 

 

The important bit here is the Attributes we are sending back to ClearPass Guest application authentication. The first one 
is “Students” which is the name of the operator profile we will configure in ClearPass Guest. The second attribute is the 
email address of the use so the MPSK credentials can be emailed to the user. 
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4.8 Messaging Server 

Part of the MPSK workflow is for ClearPass to email the credentials to the person who is registering their devices. For that 
we need to configure SMTP relay server. Here I am using a gmail account 

 

 

 

You can also send the test email by clicking on the “Send Test Email” button ensuring that all is good. 
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5 ClearPass Guest 

Here we’ll cover the ClearPass Guest configurations that are needed. You can configure the method, complexity, and 
length of the MPSK passwords, and whether they will be generated or user-created.  

 

5.1 MPSK Configuration 

There is a new MPSK configuration that you can find under Administration -> Aruba Intergrations 

 

In most of the cases “Allow generate unique WiFi passwords” is used, Here WiFi password is referred to MPSK. This mode 
creates unique PSK for the user since most of the users don’t know if they need it or not or can easily get confused. The 
next option “allow unique device WiFi passwords” provides a checkbox in the mac_create form for the user to select it. 
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As seen above you can also choose the MPSK complexity and length but by default is minimum 8 and uses lowercase 
letters excluding vowels. 

 

5.2 Operator Profile  

Operator profiles are used for a user who is able to log in to ClearPass Guest. You can have different operator profile with 
different level of access. Here we need one for the students to be able to login and register their devices. 
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5.3 Form Fields  

The form that the users will use to register their devices is “mac_create” as seen below. You need to make sure that 
“sponsor_email” is enabled. 
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You need to further edit that field and add a value to the “Initial value” 
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The initial value should be as shown below. 

array (  'generator' => 'GeneratorFromSession',  'generator_args' =>   array (    0 => 

'userauth_user',    1 => 'User-Email-Address',  ),) 

 

The above will populate the sponsor email field with the email attribute of the user who is registering the device. 
Remember that “MPSK-Operator” enforcement profile is sending the “%{Authorization:AriyaAD:Email} to Aruba Guest 
application. 
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6 Testing 

So now when the user who is in “Students” AD user group login to ClearPass Guest for device registration, it 
authentication request should match the “Guest Operator Logins” 

6.1 Device Registration  

 

 

Upon successful login, the user will see this page. This is a default page and you can customise it like you would with any 
Guest Weblogin page. 

 

 

I’ll add the MAC address of my device, give it a name and choose the account expiry. Remember that account expiry can 
also be customised to reduce the options and you can also remove “Airgroup” field from this form. 
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Once I have clicked on the “Create” button, I get the following screen. 

 

 

The credentials for the MPSK should be email automatically to the email address of the user who was registering this 
device. You should also be able to view the MPSK credential from “Device Registration”  

 

                                

 

Choosing it will pop a new browser window as shown below. 
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6.2 ClearPass Access Tracker Operator Login 

So from Access tracker we see the following two Auth Requests 

 

 

 

The Request ID #2 is when the student1 login to ClearPass Guest for device registration. 

 

 

 

While checking the “Input” tab for Authorization attributes, we see the email address of the user  

 

 

And we are passing that to ClearPass Guest along with the operator profile name. 
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When we clicked on the “Create” button for device registration, it will generate the second WEBAUTH request that 
basically will disconnect the device if it was on the network.  
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Now we should also check the Event Viewer to see if the email was sent to the user. 

 

 

 

And this is the email content that was received 
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6.3 Aruba Instant AP  

Now that we have the MPSK, we’ll connect the device to the MPSK SSID. 

 

As it can be seen above the device connected successfully. We’ll check the authentication buffer as well. 

 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap debug auth-trace-buf mac a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52 

 

Auth Trace Buffer 

----------------- 

 

Apr 28 10:52:55  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 28 10:52:55  mac-auth-success      <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    success 

Apr 28 10:52:55  station-up             *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  -    wpa2 psk aes 

Apr 28 10:52:55  wpa2-key1             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 28 10:52:56  wpa2-key2             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 28 10:52:56  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  151 

Apr 28 10:52:56  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  95 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

 

Nowe we’ll view the details of the MPSK local cache 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap mpskcache 

 

PPSK Cache Table 

---------------- 

Client MAC         Key              Del  Expiry  Role       VLAN  ESSID 

----------         ---              ---  ------  ----       ----  ----- 

a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  590A1BAFA17E...  No   -       ArubaMPSK  1     ArubaMPSK 

PPSK Cache Count:1 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

Note that the Del column shows “No” and Expiry columns is empty. This will be the case as long as the device is in the 
association table of the IAP. Here is the client association table 

 

BLDG-A-ATV1# sh ap association 

 

The phy column shows client's operational capabilities for current association 

 

Flags: H: Hotspot(802.11u) client, K: 802.11K client, M: VHT Mu beam formee, R: 802.11R client, W: 

WMM client, w: 802.11w client, V: 802.11v BSS trans capable, P: Punctured preamble, U: HE UL Mu-

mimo, O: OWE client, S: SAE client, E: Enterprise client 

 

PHY Details: HT   : High throughput;      20: 20MHz;  40: 40MHz; t: turbo-rates (256-QAM) 

             VHT  : Very High throughput; 80: 80MHz; 160: 160MHz; 80p80: 80MHz + 80MHz 

             HE   : High Efficieny;       80: 80MHz; 160: 160MHz; 80p80: 80MHz + 80MHz 

             <n>ss: <n> spatial streams 

 

Association Table 

----------------- 

Name         bssid              mac                auth  assoc  aid  l-int  essid      vlan-id  phy              

assoc. time  num assoc  Flags  DataReady       UAC 

----         -----              ---                ----  -----  ---  -----  -----      -------  ---              

-----------  ---------  -----  ---------       --- 

BLDG-A-ATV1  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  y     y      1    10     ArubaMPSK  1        a-

HT-20-1ss      2m:59s       1          W      Yes (Implicit)  0.0.0.0 
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BLDG-A-ATV1  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0  b8:41:a4:74:e5:46  y     y      1    20     SG1        1        a-

VHT-80sgi-1ss  17h:38m:11s  1          WV     Yes (Implicit)  0.0.0.0 

Num Clients:2 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

As soon as the client is removed from this table, you’ll see the Del= Yes and the expiry time is set to 16:40 min.  

 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap mpskcache 

 

PPSK Cache Table 

---------------- 

Client MAC         Key              Del  Expiry   Role           VLAN  ESSID 

----------         ---              ---  ------   ----           ----  ----- 

a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  590A1BAFA17E...  Yes  16m:38s  Students-Devs  1     ArubaMPSK 

PPSK Cache Count:1 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap mpskcache 

 

PPSK Cache Table 

---------------- 

Client MAC         Key              Del  Expiry   Role           VLAN  ESSID 

----------         ---              ---  ------   ----           ----  ----- 

a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  590A1BAFA17E...  Yes  15m:36s  Students-Devs  1     ArubaMPSK 

PPSK Cache Count:1 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

 

When the MPSK local cache is available all MPSK authentication will be successful even if ClearPass is not reachable. 
However when the Expiry time runs out and ClearPass is not available the MPSK clients can’t authenticate, see below 

 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap mpskcache 

 

PPSK Cache Table 

---------------- 

Client MAC  Key  Del  Expiry  Role  VLAN  ESSID 

----------  ---  ---  ------  ----  ----  ----- 

PPSK Cache Count:0 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

BLDG-A-ATV1# sh ap deb auth-trace-buf 10 

 

Auth Trace Buffer 

----------------- 

 

Apr 29 16:16:47  wpa2-key1             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  117 

Apr 29 16:16:47  wpa2-key2             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  117 

Apr 29 16:16:47  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  151 

Apr 29 16:16:47  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  95 

Apr 29 16:16:51  server out-of-service  *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

server timeout 

Apr 29 16:17:44  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 29 16:18:02  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 29 16:18:04  server out-of-service  *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

server timeout 

Apr 29 16:18:21  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 29 16:18:22  server out-of-service  *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

server timeout 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

 

And when we reconnect the ClearPass to the network like before all MPSK authentication will get through. 

BLDG-A-ATV1# sh ap deb auth-trace-buf 10 

 

Auth Trace Buffer 
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----------------- 

 

Apr 29 16:18:36  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  151 

Apr 29 16:18:36  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0            -  95 

Apr 29 16:18:40  server out-of-service  *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

server timeout 

Apr 29 16:23:16  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 29 16:23:16  mac-auth-success      <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

success 

Apr 29 16:23:16  station-up             *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  -    

wpa2 psk aes 

Apr 29 16:23:16  wpa2-key1             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 16:23:17  wpa2-key2             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 16:23:17  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  151 

Apr 29 16:23:17  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  95 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

BLDG-A-ATV1# show ap mpskcache 

 

PPSK Cache Table 

---------------- 

Client MAC         Key              Del  Expiry  Role           VLAN  ESSID 

----------         ---              ---  ------  ----           ----  ----- 

a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  8EFA48327CC5...  No   -       Students-Devs  1     ArubaMPSK 

PPSK Cache Count:1 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

Let’s check ClearPass access tracker. 

 

6.4 ClearPass Access Tracker MPSK Authentication 

This is the Authentication request as seen from ClearPass.  

 

 

Here is the full detail of the access tracker tabs for this request. 
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And most importantly ClearPass sends back the MPSK, username and user role to Aruba Instant cluster. 

 

 

 

6.5 Packet Capture 

Here we have got the packet capture using wireshark with a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52 being the MAC address of the client. 
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Malform packet message on wireshark just indicates that wireshark dissector can't dissect the contents of the packet any 
further. Here we are using one IAP to do the remote pcap. But the main thing in the above screen shot is that MPSK goes 
through the 4-way key exchange. 

Here is the BSS table on the Instant AP.  

BLDG-A-ATV1# sh ap bss-table 

 

Aruba AP BSS Table 

------------------ 

bss                ess        port  ip             phy    type  ch/EIRP/max-EIRP  cur-cl  ap name      in-t(s)  

tot-t           flags 

---                ---        ----  --             ---    ----  ----------------  ------  -------      -------  -

----           ----- 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d0  SG1        ?/?   192.168.1.121  a-VHT  ap    149E/27.0/28.6    1       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:31s 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d1  Corp       ?/?   192.168.1.121  a-VHT  ap    149E/27.0/28.6    0       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:22s 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d2  SG9        ?/?   192.168.1.121  a-VHT  ap    149E/27.0/28.6    0       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:13s   W3M 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3  ArubaMPSK  ?/?   192.168.1.121  a-VHT  ap    149E/27.0/28.6    1       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

2d:23h:10m:43s 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:c0  SG1        ?/?   192.168.1.121  g-HT   ap    1/9.0/22.1        1       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:31s 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:c1  Corp       ?/?   192.168.1.121  g-HT   ap    1/9.0/22.1        0       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:22s 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:c2  SG9        ?/?   192.168.1.121  g-HT   ap    1/9.0/22.1        0       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

3d:6h:34m:13s   W3M 

24:f2:7f:d5:fa:c3  ArubaMPSK  ?/?   192.168.1.121  g-HT   ap    1/9.0/22.1        0       BLDG-A-ATV1  0        

2d:23h:10m:41s 

 

Channel followed by "*" indicates channel selected due to unsupported configured channel. 

"Spectrum" followed by "^" indicates Local Spectrum Override in effect. 

 

Num APs:8 

Num Associations:3 

 

Flags:       K = 802.11K Enabled; W = 802.11W Enabled; 3 = WPA3 BSS; O = OWE Transition mode OWE BSS; o = OWE 

Transition mode Open BSS; M = WPA3-SAE mixed mode BSS 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 

 

 

And here is the corresponding Authentication trace from IAP. 

BLDG-A-ATV1# sh ap deb auth-trace-buf mac a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52 12 

 

Auth Trace Buffer 

----------------- 

 

Apr 29 14:05:46  mac-auth-req          ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

a4d1d25f3252 

Apr 29 14:05:46  mac-auth-success      <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3/ClearPass  -  -    

success 

Apr 29 14:05:46  station-up             *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  -    

wpa2 psk aes 

Apr 29 14:05:46  wpa2-key1             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 14:05:46  wpa2-key2             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 14:05:46  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  151 

Apr 29 14:05:46  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  95 

Apr 29 14:48:51  station-up             *  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  -    

wpa2 psk aes 

Apr 29 14:48:51  wpa2-key1             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 14:48:51  wpa2-key2             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  117 

Apr 29 14:48:51  wpa2-key3             <-  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  151 

Apr 29 14:48:51  wpa2-key4             ->  a4:d1:d2:5f:32:52  24:f2:7f:d5:fa:d3            -  95 

BLDG-A-ATV1# 
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7 Pre-populating MAC address Workflow 

In the previous workflow when the users who want to register their devices for MPSK, had to login to ClearPass Guest 
then they would be prompted for a MAC address of their device that they want to register. This could be problematic for 
the users since most of them may not even know what the MAC address is and where to get it. 

An easier workflow would be to get the user login to ClearPass Guest with their device that needs registration, and we 
pre-populate the MAC address field with the MAC address of the device. 

 

7.1 Aruba Instant Configuration 

For this workflow, we need to configure a Captive portal profile that redirects the user to Device Registration page. The 
external captive portal profile we have configured here is “MPSK-Rego” and URL is “/guest/mac_create.php” as seen 
below. 

 

   

 

Then we’ll reference that in our Guest WLAN. 
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7.2 ClearPass Guest  

We just need to ensure that MAC detect is enabled as shown below. You need to go to Administrator-> Plugin manager 
and enabled it and save the changes. 
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7.3 Testing the new workflow 

So now the user with the device that needs to be registered for MPSK, connects to “Guest” SSID it gets redirected to 
“/guest/mac_create.php” 

 

 

 

As before the user is prompted for credentials that gets authenticated against AD. 
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After successful authentication the user get redirected to Create_Device page. 

 

 

Note that the MAC address gets automatically populated. Once the user registers the device as before, they see the 
receipt and gets an email address with the MPSK password. 

 

 

 

Once they know the password they’ll connect to the MPSK SSID as shown below. 
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You should note that I have assumed that the standard Guest authentication services are already configured on ClearPass 
Policy Manager. 
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8 Prepopulating MAC address with Self Registration 

This is a variation on the previous workflow where we configure a self-registration page for MPSK. 

 

8.1 Aruba Instant Configuration 

Here we just need to change the URL redirection for Guest clients in the MPSK-Rego External Captive Portal  

     

 

The URL for redirection is “/guest/mac_create_2.php?_browser=1” 

8.2 ClearPass Guest Self Rego 

We need to create a self-registration page with that name. 

But before that we’ll duplicate the create_mac form by going to “Configuration » Pages » Forms” 

 

 

Now we should have mac_create_2 as shown below. 

 

 

Now we’ll create a new self-registration page. 
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Once you have created the self-registration page go to Advanced Editor to change some of the configurations.  

 

 

I have highlighted all the fields/areas that need to be changed.  First type in the  
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The above highlighted area is need to ensure the user gets authenticated as a Guest operator. 
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You need to enable Pre-Auth check using App Authentication. 
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Now let’s double check if we have selected the correct form. Note that we should see “create_mac_2” as the form  

 

 

Note that we should see “create_mac_2” as the form  
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Here we have disabled the Airgroup field that you had seen in the previous MPSK registration pages. 

When you click on the “review Form” at the top of the page, you should see the preview as shown below. The account 
role will be limited to “Students-Devs” 

 

Once we have saved these configuration while on the self-registration page we need to edit the receipt Form. 
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Once you click on the receipt form, you’ll notice that the form is called mac_create_2_receipt. So you could go directly to 
the forms section and edit it there as well. Anyway here we want to disable the “submit” field, this will remove the 
“Login” button from the receipt page. 

 

 

So now when you click on the “Preview Form” you should see the below screenshot. 

 

 

Once you have saved all these, you need to make a change to the Receipt templates. In our Self rego page, we were using  

Email Receipt = Device Registration 

You can find the Device Registration template here. We need to modify it a bit. 
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Here is the preview of it, note the SSID name. 

 

 

 

We’ll change it to the ArubaMPSK SSID that we have configured on Aruba Instant. You can totally customise this receipt 
template by editing it. 
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It uses a number of variables that are all defined in the Guest Manager. We’ll change the Site SSID to ArubaMPSK. 

 

 

 

 

Lastly you need to change the “Students” operator profile and set “Guest Manager” Access to custom and with only 
allowing access to “Create new Guest Accounts” 
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8.3 ClearPass Policy Manager Service 

We need to modify an existing [Device Registration Disconnect] Service to match our new page. 

Before it was matching mac_create and mactrac pages  

 

Now we’ll add mar_create_2 to it as well but since we can’t edit the system default service, we’ll create a copy. 
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8.4 Testing the Self Registration workflow 

So now the user with the device that needs to be registered for MPSK, connects to “Guest” SSID it gets redirected to the 
new self-registration page we have configured. 

 

 

 

As before the user is prompted for credentials that gets authenticated against AD. 

 

 

 

After successful authentication the user get redirected to the registration page. 
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Note that the MAC address gets automatically populated. Once the user registers the device as before, they see the 
receipt and gets an email address with the MPSK password. Note that there is no Login button on the receipt page as 
shown below. 

 

 

 

The email that the user receives is as shown below, note that it has the correct SSID that they need to connect to. 
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Once they know their unique PSK, they’ll connect to the MPSK SSID as shown below. 

 

You should note that I have assumed that the standard Guest authentication services are already configured on ClearPass 
Policy Manager. 

Here are the relevant Access tracker request IDs for the device registration. 

 

And the Event Viewer 
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For troubleshooting you can also check the “Application Log” on the ClearPass Guest side. You should get three 
transactions as shown below 

 


